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Abstract 
High overpotentials and low faradic efficiencies plague metal catalysts for direct 
conversion of CO2 to methanol and other liquid fuels. RuO2 based electrocatalysts have 
been observed to evolve methanol at low overpotential, which has been attributed to an 
alternative reaction mechanism with oxygen coordinated intermediates that can 
circumvent the limitations imposed by the scaling relations on metal catalysts. Here, we 
introduce an innovative concept of ligand effects in oxide catalysts. Both IrO2 and RuO2 
binds OH* and other CO2RR intermediates strongly, but the stable and miscible system 
IrxRu(1-x)O2 exhibits anomalous weaker binding energy in presence of CO* spectators 
due to Ru-Ir ligand effects. The weakened adsorbate binding leads to very low CO2RR 
onset potential (methanol evolution at -0.2 V-RHE). An Ir atom at the bridge site with Ru 
neighbors binds intermediates like OH* and OCHO* much weaker, due to synergistic 
ligand effects and adsorbate-adsorbate interactions. Consequently, a RuO2 surface 
doped with Ir move close to the top of the predicted CO2RR volcano for oxides, which 
offers a significant improvement over state of the art electrocatalysts for conversion of 
CO2 into methanol. Analysis of electronic structure parameters with adsorbate binding 
energies indicates the ligand effect depletes electrons from the Ir atom and shifts the 
t2g orbitals. The lack of electron donation from CO* spectators to Ir at the active site 
cause favorable adsorbate binding.  
 
Subject keywords: Computational catalysis, Density Functional Theory, 
Electrochemical CO2 reduction, Rutile oxide, Ligand Effect, Adsorbate Interaction 
 
Introduction 
As consensus builds regarding the role of anthropogenic CO2 emission as a 
fundamental cause behind increasing weather anomalies and global warming, the need 
to develop new technologies to enable growth without the associated CO2 emissions 
becomes ever clearer1–3. Mankind has already mastered the art of harnessing electrical 
energy from renewable sources like solar and wind in an inexpensive manner, but 
challenges remain within the fossil fuel dependent transport sector and in large-scale 
energy storage, which deters the transition to a carbon neutral society2,4–6. 
Electrochemical reduction of CO2 (CO2RR) into fuels and chemicals using renewable 
electricity can prove to be a key technology as it can provide cheap long-term mobile 
energy storage while being carbon neutral. Efficient electrochemical conversion of CO2 
directly to energy carriers like methanol or ethanol is not yet feasible at high current 
densities due to the lack of electrocatalysts, which can activate such reaction at low 
overpotentials and high product selectivity by suppressing the parasitic hydrogen 
evolution reaction (HER). Most single metal catalysts produce either mostly hydrogen, 
CO or formic acid7–9; the exception being copper, which produces hydrocarbons at 
moderate Faradaic efficiency, but requires an overpotential of η >1.0 V for a modest 
current density of 1 mA/cm2, reducing the energy storage efficiency10. Density functional 
theory (DFT) based computational studies on the CO2RR pathway and thermodynamic 
barriers have been done previously for metal catalysts11,12. Such analyses have 
illustrated that on metal catalysts, the reduction of adsorbed CO (CO*) to formyl (CHO*) 
is the thermodynamically limiting step in the reduction of CO2 to hydrocarbons. The 
linear scaling relation between the adsorption energies of the two critical reaction 
intermediates CO* and CHO* makes it difficult to improve the overpotential by choosing 
stronger or weaker binding single metal catalysts11. As the binding energy difference 
between CO* and CHO* stays similar for different metal surfaces, the potential required 
to reduce CO* to CHO* remain unchanged. Similarly, the reduction of CO2 to CO on 
metal catalysts go through COOH* intermediate whose binding energy is strongly 
correlated with CO*. Thus the most suitable binding energy combination of CO* and 
COOH* (leading to best activity) is not accessible together by choice of a different metal 
catalyst12,13. A class of sparingly studied rutile structured oxide materials has been 
observed to convert CO2 into methanol at low overpotential14–18. Pourbaix diagrams 
suggest that IrO2 and RuO2 at neutral pH and reducing condition are eventually 
reduced to metals. However, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) studies show that 
RuO2 maintains its oxidized state under reducing conditions19. This kinetic stability can 
be attributed to a large kinetic barrier for leaching subsurface oxygen out. In an 
electrochemical environment, IrO2 shows even higher stability than RuO220 and will 
remain as an oxide at reducing conditions.  
Recent theoretical studies have established the different catalytic behaviors of such 
oxide catalysts compared to metal catalysts originate from differences in the CO2RR 
pathway21,22. The O-coordinated reaction intermediates dominate the pathway on oxide 
surfaces and obey different scaling relations,21 thereby circumventing the limitations of 
the metal electrocatalysts. The OH* binding energy is proven to be a good (single) 
descriptor for such catalysts’ activity, as it scales with the binding energy of other 
reaction intermediates in CO2RR. Engineering the OH* binding strength on oxide 
surfaces, therefore, provides a handle towards optimizing CO2RR catalyst 
performance21.  
Metal alloys often show intermediate adsorbate binding energies compared to the 
constituent metals. This gives rise to an interesting approach to catalyst design. 
Combining two metals: one with too strong adsorption (left leg of the activity volcano) 
and one with too weak adsorption (right leg of the volcano), one can create a catalyst 
surface with an optimum reaction intermediate binding energy to be at the top of the 
volcano curve. This interpolation principle has been successfully implemented to create 
new highly active catalysts for nitrogen reduction to ammonia23 and CO2 reduction to 
methanol24. Another approach for CO2RR electrocatalyst design is alloying with a metal 
with high oxygen affinity and interacts with some adsorbates through the oxygen atom. 
This would lead to a two-descriptor scenario, effectively breaking the CO*/CHO* binding 
scaling limitation11.  
A study of the OH* biding on mixed oxides can equip us to fine tune catalyst activity for 
CO2RR.  RuxIr(1-x)O2 mixed oxide systems provides an excellent possibility to explore 
the adsorbate binding energy landscape. Lattice parameters for the rutile IrO2 and 
RuO2 oxides are well matched and for both oxides, the (110) surface has the lowest 
energy and is thus predominantly accessible for catalysis25,26. Based on the CO2RR 
reaction mechanism and analysis of the adsorbate binding energy scaling relations, the 
left leg of the CO2RR activity volcano on rutile oxide surfaces is limited by OH* 
removal21. RuO2 falls on the left of the volcano. Thus, surfaces with OH* adsorption 
slightly weaker than RuO2 (110) should have a lower overpotential. IrO2 binds OH* 
stronger than RuO2 27. However, an Ir-oxide overlayer on RuO2 have weaker OH* 
binding energy than pure RuO2; thereby apparently violating the interpolation principle. 
Hence, unlike some metal alloys, detailed simulations are necessary to predict the 
catalytic properties of mixed oxides. 
Adsorbate binding energies are sensitive to strain as well as ligand effects originating 
from variations in the nature of elements in the vicinity of the adsorption site. Alloyed 
catalysts with large strain are prone to degradation, due to leaching and segregation; 
thus utilizing ligand effects for modulating the OH* binding energy in mixed oxides is a 
better strategy to maintain catalyst stability. RuxIr1-xO2 (110) surfaces are excellent 
model mixed oxide surfaces for studying catalytic properties. RuO2 and IrO2 have been 
widely researched as catalysts18,25,28–43. Both oxides are good band conductors44 as 
required for electrocatalysis. IrO2 and RuO2 are both found in the rutile type crystals 
structure in pure form and lattice parameters match closely45. Especially for the (110) 
surface, the change in composition would not bring forth any lateral strain, which can 
affect the binding energy for adsorbates. The a lattice parameter (defining the in-plane 
strain in (110) plane) is less than 0.3% percent higher for IrO2 than RuO2. This is much 
lower than the 1-4% strain needed to have any significant modification in catalytic 
activity46–49. Thus, ligand effects will dominate variations in binding energies on RuxIr1-
xO2 (110) surfaces.   
The close match in crystal structure and unit cell parameters helps RuxIr1-xO2 mixed 
oxide system to be stable over long periods of time. This system is miscible for a wide 
range of composition50. Segregation can otherwise be a challenge for long lifetime of 
electrocatalyst as structural evolutions change the catalytic properties51–56. The bulk 
mixing energy as well as overlayer adhesion is exothermic57 for RuxIr1-xO2 – supporting 
the excellent stability of the system. Indeed, the mixed oxide has been shown to be 
more stable than pure RuO2 and suitable for long-term operation as an 
electrocatalyst31.  
Here, we systematically study the binding energy and reaction path on RuxIr1-xO2 
catalyst surfaces to explore their suitability for CO2RR. RuxIr1-xO2 mixed oxide systems 
can be active at moderate over-potential if the trend observed for the Ir-oxide overlayer 
on RuO2 holds for other mixed oxide structures21. While single metal atom doped oxide 
catalysts have been studied theoretically58–61, a methodical study of the catalytic 
pathway under compositional variation in any mixed oxide system is absent. Our study 
also elucidates how key adsorbates like H*/OH*/CO* binds to mixed Ru-Ir-oxides with 
varying Ru-Ir characteristics.  
Previous work21,62 reveal that the CO* coverage can drastically modify the adsorbate 
binding, affecting both the CO2RR onset potential as well as selectivity over HER, 
where a small amount of spurious CO evolution can alter the CO* surface coverage. 
Consequently, CO* coverage effects on mixed oxide surfaces are also studied 
simultaneously for a wide range of Ir/Ru-mixed oxide surfaces. The CO* adsorption 
behavior is nonlinear as the composition changes from pure RuO2 to pure IrO2 and the 
adsorbate interaction has pronounced effects, explicitly for the intermediate composition 
range. Finally, a large reaction network for CO2RR consisting of 27 possible reaction 
intermediates with oxygen and carbon coordinated adsorbates and various products are 
explored on a range of RuxIr1-xO2(110) mixed oxide surfaces, to create an 
understanding of composition and CO* coverage effects for efficient CO2RR to liquid 
fuel conversion.  
Computational method 
The density functional theory (DFT) based simulation tool Vienna ab-initio simulation 
package (VASP)63, is used here to simulate model catalyst surfaces with and without 
adsorbates. The BEEF-vdW64 exchange correlation functional with the vdW-DF265 
nonlocal correlation energy and potential is used here to properly represent adsorbate 
interactions66,67. Details of molecular and adsorbate free energy calculations are 
reported in the supporting information. To estimate the change in free energy under an 
applied potential for elementary proton transfer steps, the reaction thermodynamic are 
calculated using the computational hydrogen electrode (CHE) model68.  
A comprehensive DFT-based study of the CO2RR thermodynamic process is complex 
and computationally demanding due to the multiple reaction pathways possible. 
Modelling the mixed oxide system RuxIr1-xO2 can be further complicated by many 
conceivable cation distributions. To avoid such complexity of cation distribution, 
previous theoretical study involved either substitution of a single atom in a RuO2 or IrO2 
bulk/surface; or replacement of all the top layer cations in the simulation slab, keeping 
the bottom layers fixed to the bulk lattice structure57. Such simplification of the mixed 
oxide system needs to be considered, especially if complete reaction pathway for 
CO2RR needs to be simulated on each model oxide surface.  
In the absence of strain, adsorption energy variation in mixed oxides with composition 
will come from the geometry of the active site and the chemical environment of the 
atoms surrounding it. Cation substitution closest to the active site would impact the 
binding energy more than a substitution in a different atomic layer further away. Thus, 
by single cation substitution at different positions relative to the active site, a range of 
mixed oxide catalytic behaviors can be represented.  
To understand the differences emanating from the different configurations of Ir/Ru 
cation distributions near the active site, we consider 10 different model rutile (110) 
surfaces of these oxides starting from pure RuO2 to pure IrO2 surface (Figure 1). 
Surface slabs are prepared with four cation layers following previous theoretical 
work21,22. Bridging oxygen atoms were removed to model the reducing environment 
during the CO2RR. RuO2 and IrO2 surfaces are made based on the optimized bulk 
structure of the respective oxides and cations are substituted to make mixed oxides. 
Each surface is given an index, β, based on the Ru or Ir character of the bridge site. 
The procedure is detailed in supporting information section. 
The bridge site has been identified as the active site for the CO2RR21,22,62. 
Comprehensive DFT based theoretical study has been done on the energetics of cation 
replacement in (110) surface of IrO2 and RuO257. It indicates that replacement of Ru 
atoms in RuO2 with Ir atoms and Ir atoms in IrO2 with Ru atoms are favorable. 
Formation of full overlayer is stable for this oxides’ (110) surfaces57. Single cation 
replacement can be done at one of the metal sites supporting the bridge site, at the 
coordinately unsaturated (cus) site in the top atom layer or below the bridge site in the 
2nd atomic layer (Figure 1).  
These model surfaces have two bridge sites and two cus sites in the repeating unit cell. 
In our simulations, we consider three possible CO* spectator configurations: (a) no CO* 
spectator, (b) one CO* spectator at one bridge site, (c) two CO* spectators, one at 
bridge site and the other at the cus site next to it (Figure 1 (k-l)). This corresponds to 
0%, 25% and 50% CO* coverage, respectively. The selection of these representative 
CO* coverage models was done based on our analysis of CO* coverage effects on 
CO2RR for RuO2 catalyst62. We have studied the effects of CO* spectator 
coverage/ordering and found that oxygen coordinated reaction intermediates like OH* 
prefer (based on binding free energy calculations) to occupy bridge sites of the (110) 
surface rather than cus sites. The same preference is much less prominent for CO* 
adsorbate. Thus, a (110) surface with both the type of adsorbates would preferentially 
have OH* at the bridge site and CO* occupying other bridge and cus sites. 
 
 
(a) β = 0        (b) β = 0.05         (c) β = 0.11       (d) β = 0.25         (e) β = 0.29 
 
(f) β = 0.75        (g) β = 0.79         (h) β = 0.90       (i) β = 0.95         (j) β = 1 
 
   
 (k)    (l) 
Figure 1: (a) Pure RuO2 slab. (b) In a RuO2 slab, one Ru atom replaced with Ir atom in 
the 2nd atomic layer below the bridge site. (c) In a RuO2 slab, one Ru atom at the 
coordinately unsaturated (cus) site replaced with Ir. (d) In an IrO2 slab, all Ir atoms in 
the top layer replaced with Ru. (e) In a RuO2 slab, one Ru atom at the bridge site 
replaced with Ir (f) In a RuO2 slab, all Ru atoms in the top layer replaced with Ir. (g) In 
an IrO2 slab, one Ir atom at the bridge site replaced with Ru. (h) In an IrO2 slab One Ir 
atom at the cus site replaced with Ru. (i) In an IrO2 slab, one Ir atom replaced with a Ru 
atom in the  2nd atomic layer below the bridge site. (j) Pure IrO2 slab. (k) RuO2 slab 
with 25% CO* coverage (bridge site) (l) RuO2 slab with 50% CO* (bridge and cus site). 
Green, blue and red spheres are Ru, Ir and O atoms, respectively. the β index is a 
measure of Ir character (between 0 and 1) of the bridge site based on the partial radial 
distribution of Ru and Ir atoms around the bridge site. All surfaces are (110). 
 
Results and discussion 
Composition and spectator effects on adsorbate binding 
The adsorption free energies of H*, OH* (Figure 2) and CO* (Table 1) are calculated to 
understand how composition and spectators affect the binding energy of key reaction 
intermediates and subsequently the catalytic activity. Surfaces with high Ir-character 
bind H* much stronger than those with high Ru-character across different CO* spectator 
coverage. The surface binding H* the strongest is the IrO2 surfaces with a single Ru 
atom at the cus site for 25% or 50% CO* coverage. Without any CO* coverage, an Ir-
oxide overlayer on Ru-oxide shows the strongest H* binding. The presence of up to 
50% CO* spectator coverage weakens the H* binding by 0.2 eV or less for surfaces rich 
in ruthenium. On the contrary, surfaces rich in Ir shows a slight increase in the H* 
binding strength.  
Surfaces with mixed character, e.g. β=0.75 or β=0.29, show a strong repulsive 
adsorbate-adsorbate interaction and the H* binding decreases by up to 0.65 eV. 
Although weak binding H* leads to low overpotential for the HER, H* fails to bind to the 
surface because strong binding OH* and other CO2RR intermediates have a 
thermodynamic preference, effectively blocking HER. 
A similarly opposing adsorbate-adsorbate interaction effect is observed on intermediate 
index surfaces with β=0.29, 0.75, 0.79 for the OH*-CO* interaction. OH* is much 
stronger bonded to the surfaces with Ir atoms than Ru rich surfaces. The presence of 
CO* spectators makes OH* bind stronger than without CO* coverage on Ru or Ir rich 
surfaces (β = 0, 0.5, 0.11, 0.25 and β = 0.9, 0.95, 1.0). On the intermediate surfaces 
β=0.29, 0.75, 0.79, the CO* adsorbate interaction is repulsive for OH* binding and OH* 
is thus destabilized by up to 0.4 eV. Based on the thermodynamic volcano for CO2RR 
on oxide catalysts, this weakening of OH* binding should lead to equal amount of lower 
overpotential for CO2RR as OH* removal forms the left leg of the volcano21.  
The 1st CO* binding at the bare surface bridge site is favorable by 1 eV or more for all 
surfaces (Table1). The 1st CO* molecule is more stable on surfaces with β close to zero 
than those close to 1. This is opposite to the behavior observed for H* and OH* 
adsorbates. However, more striking is the exceptionally high stability of the 1st CO* 
adsorbate on surfaces with an active site with at least one coordinating Ir atom, which 
has Ru neighbors (β=0.29, 0.75, 0.79). For surfaces with mainly Ru character, the CO*-
CO* adsorbate interaction is repulsive, it is strongly repulsive for intermediate 
compositions (0.25 < β < 0.8), but attractive for Ir-rich surfaces (β > 0.8). On surfaces 
with a single Ir atom close to the bridge site of a RuO2 slab, such CO*-CO* interaction 
will limit the CO* coverage and provide sufficient active sites for CO2RR with favorable 
OH* binding associated. Vice-versa, Ir-rich surfaces (β=0.9, 0.95, 1.0) can 
accommodate high CO* coverage, due to the attractive CO*-CO* interaction and fail to 
activate CO2.  
Under reaction conditions, adsorbates like O* 69, H* 70 and CO* 71 have been shown to 
create preferential conditions for one metal to segregate at the surface over the other 
metal. Stronger adsorption of the species on one type of metal over another causes this 
segregation. Replacement of a ruthenium atom by an iridium atom in a bare RuO2 (110) 
slab is most favorable at the subsurface layer. Replacement is less favorable at cus site 
(+0.11 eV w.r.t subsurface) or next to bridge site (+0.09 w.r.t subsurface). Replacement 
of one iridium atom by a ruthenium atom in a bare IrO2 (110) slab, is most favorable at 
the bridge site and least favorable at the subsurface layer. The energy difference 
between these two configurations is even smaller at 0.06 eV. The thermodynamic 
driving force is very small for adsorbate induced surface segregation. Thus for large 
enough kinetic barriers (limiting diffusion), substitution will occur nearly randomly 
between these three sites. With H*, OH* and CO* adsorbates, some sites are better 
suited for cation substitution than others (Table 2). For the Ir doped RuO2 (110) surface, 
Ir is preferred close to the bridge site in the presence of H*, OH*, or CO* adsorbates. 
For the Ru doped IrO2 (110) slab, the Ru dopant is preferred at the cus site in presence 
of H*/OH* adsorbates, while the Ru dopant prefers the bridge site in the presence of 
CO*. CO* spectators can induce bridge site segregation at low cation doping in 
IrO2/RuO2 surfaces if the kinetic barriers are surmountable. This leads to bridge sites 
coordinated with one Ir and one Ru atom. Thus CO* spectator also enhances the ligand 
effects in catalyst properties. 
 Table 1: Variation of CO* binding free energy at the bridge site due to Ir/Ru mixed oxide 
composition and CO* spectators. Lightest share means highest value and darkest is the 
lowest value 
β 0.00 0.05 0.11 0.25 0.29 0.75 0.79 0.90 0.95 1.00 
CO* spectator coverage CO* adsorption free energy at bridge site (eV) 
0% -1.34 -1.23 -1.29 -1.15 -1.58 -1.62 -1.56 -1.17 -0.98 -1.10 
25% -0.90 -1.06 -0.84 -0.99 -0.72 -0.71 -0.53 -1.34 -1.42 -1.42 
50% -0.77 -0.9 -0.77 -0.83 -0.51 -0.64 -0.32 -1.26 -1.36 -1.33 
 
Table 2: Adsorbate induced preference for cation substitution position  
 
Energy difference of Ir atom 
substitution position in RuO2 
slab w.r.t. bridge site 
substitution  
Energy difference of Ru atom 
substitution position in IrO2 
slab w.r.t. bridge site 
substitution  
adsorbate Bridge β=0.29 
Cus 
β=0.11 
Subsurface 
β=0.05 
Bridge 
β=0.79 
Cus 
β=0.9 
Subsurface 
β=0.95 
None 0.00 0.02 -0.09 0.00 0.06 0.00 
H* 0.00 0.19 0.10 0.00 -0.07 -0.02 
OH* 0.00 0.39 0.23 0.00 -0.23 0.04 
CO* 0.00 0.32 0.27 0.00 0.45 0.19 
 
We have previously established a thermodynamic volcano for CO2RR activity on RuO2-
based rutile oxide surfaces with the OH* binding energy as descriptor21. Here, OH* 
binding energies between -0.25 eV and 0.25 eV were found to be very favorable for 
CO2RR activity. The weakening of the OH* binding energy on partially CO* covered 
surfaces with mixed Ir-Ru characteristics compared to pure IrO2 or RuO2 surfaces 
moves the investigated mixed oxide surfaces closer to top of the activity volcano. 
Additionally, a weak H* binding on these partially CO* covered surfaces support 
selectivity by promoting OCHO* formation at the active site instead of H*. The 
fundamentally different behavior of adsorbate binding and strong CO* spectator 
interaction on surfaces where the bridge site has an Ir atom which in turn have Ru as 
cation neighbor is striking and the key to the suitable binding energy behavior. 
 
Figure 2: H*/OH* binding energy on Ru-Ir mixed oxide surfaces at varying CO* 
spectator coverage.  
CO2 activation 
The first reaction step in CO2RR leads to formation of OCHO* or COOH* from 
protonation of CO2. H* can form if CO2 molecules are not available close to the reaction 
site or the CO2 activation barrier is very high (>1 eV). Reported values for proton 
transfer to COOH* formation on Pt72 (0.55 eV), OCHO* formation on Pb73 (0.25 eV) 
suggest the CO2 activation barrier to be small enough to be surmountable at room 
temperature. We assume the kinetic barriers are small and proportional to free energy 
change of the reactions step. Thus, reaction intermediates that are more stable are 
readily formed. On pure RuO2 (110) and Ir-oxide overlayer on RuO2(110), the stability 
order for the 1st electron transfer products is ΔG[OCHO] < ΔG[H] < ΔG[COOH]21. This 
relative ordering of stability holds true for all surfaces studied here. Thus, with good 
availability of CO2 molecules and protons in the electrolyte layer close to catalyst 
surface, CO2RR activity dominates over HER on this class of mixed oxides. OCHO* 
binds strongest on Ir-rich surfaces and Ru-rich surfaces with 25% CO* coverage (Table 
3). Although COOH* is less stable than OCHO* in the absence of CO* spectators and 
on Ir-rich surfaces with any CO* coverage, the formation of COOH* is downhill in free 
energy at 0 V-RHE and thus side reactions can proceed through this intermediate. 
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Further protonation of COOH* forms H2O and leaves another CO* adsorbate as 
products.  
Thus a bare Ir-Ru mixed oxide surface would develop a ~25% CO* coverage over time 
under CO2RR conditions. Only on Ir-rich surfaces (β≥0.9) can COOH* intermediates 
form spontaneously at 0 V-RHE even with higher CO* coverage and increase the CO* 
coverage on further reduction. The relative stability of OCHO* intermediate with respect 
to COOH* intermediate is provided in Table S2. The thermodynamics of high CO* 
coverage on Ir-rich surfaces has been discussed in the previous section.  
Table 3: Binding free energy of COOH* and OCHO* intermediates formed from CO2 
activation. Lightest share means highest value and darkest is the lowest value.  
β 0.00 0.05 0.11 0.25 0.29 0.75 0.79 0.90 0.95 1.00 
CO* spectator coverage COOH* binding free energy (eV) 
0% 0.27 -0.17 -0.02 0.11 -0.35 -0.43 -0.34 -0.71 -0.58 -0.64 
25% 0.08 0.02 0.13 0.05 0.41 0.11 0.13 -0.23 -0.39 -0.29 
50% 0.31 0.23 0.29 0.13 0.71 0.21 0.29 -0.02 -0.21 -0.16 
 
β 0.00 0.05 0.11 0.25 0.29 0.75 0.79 0.90 0.95 1.00 
CO* spectator coverage OCHO* binding free energy (eV) 
0% -0.81 -0.81 -0.80 -0.89 -0.95 -1.10 -1.15 -1.33 -1.25 -1.28 
25% -1.04 -1.07 -1.00 -1.13 -0.71 -0.55 -0.65 -1.23 -1.27 -1.24 
50% -0.71 -0.75 -0.78 -0.88 -0.30 -0.29 -0.54 -1.03 -1.20 -1.16 
 
CO2RR pathway 
One of the main challenges in simulating CO2RR at the atomic scale is the complexity 
of the possible reaction network. Restricting the intermediates to those with a single 
carbon atom is a reasonable assumption, as the reported products from rutile oxide 
CO2RR catalysts are primarily C1 type14,16–18. Our previous theoretical studies of 
CO2RR on oxide overlayers on RuO2(110) surface did not include C-coordinated 
reaction intermediates like CHO*, COH*, C*, CH*, CH2*, CH3*, due to the higher 
stability of O-coordinated intermediates on RuO2(110)21,22. Here, we have included such 
intermediates to confirm that O-coordinated intermediates are indeed preferred reaction 
intermediates as the surface composition is varied.  
All the reaction intermediates (involving adsorbates and free molecules) simulated on 
the mixed oxide surfaces are listed in Table S1. This reaction network is sufficient to 
understand the reaction mechanism and onset potential limitations of formic acid, 
methanol and methane production. All intermediates are simulated with 3 different 
configurations of spectator CO* coverage. All adsorbates are bound to the bridge site 
and OCHO*/ H2COOH* being bidentate (supplementary figure S1) also occupy a cus 
site along with the bridge site. The thermodynamic free energy diagrams for all surfaces 
and CO* configurations with all 26 reaction intermediates are provided as 
supplementary information. The full reaction network considered is depicted in figure 3. 
 
 
 
Figure 3: The CO2RR reaction network for 1C products. Electron transfer steps are 
indicated at the top.  
Formic acid  
Formic acid formation is a simple two step reaction with OCHO* as the surface bound 
species after the 1st proton transfer on oxide surfaces studied here. Rutile oxide 
surfaces follow the pathway with OCHO* due to the higher stability of OCHO* compared 
to COOH*. On metals, both the OCHO* mediated and the COOH* mediated pathway 
are observed74. OCHO* binds very strongly to all the oxide surfaces studied here and 
protonating it to release formic acid requires a reducing potential. The Ru-Ir mixed oxide 
system is on the left leg of the formic acid volcano and weaker binding surfaces are thus 
generally better at evolving formic acid. On the pure RuO2(110) surface, it was 
predicted that very high CO* coverage weakens the OCHO* binding and produces 
formic acid at low overpotential62. At 75% CO* coverage, H* and OCHO* have similar 
binding free energies, however, and the HER dominate.  
OCHO* binding free energy close to zero at 0 V-RHE leads to a low thermodynamic 
barrier for formic acid evolution. We find such optimal OCHO* binding with only 50% 
CO* coverage on surfaces with an active site based on an Ir atom but with Ru 
neighbors (discussed above) due to distinctive adsorbate binding behavior. On β=0.29 
surface, with 50% CO* overage, OCHO* is 0.25 eV more stable than H* and the formic 
acid onset potential is -0.2 V-RHE (Table 4). Similar enhancement in the evolution of 
formic acid is observed for β=0.75. Thus, small amounts of Ir doping can enhance 
formic acid formation on RuO2 and lowers the CO* coverage needed for moderate 
CO2RR onset potentials. 
 
Table 4: Formic acid onset potential as a function of Ir-character of the oxide surface 
and CO* coverage. Lightest share means highest value and darkest is the lowest value. 
β 0.00 0.05 0.11 0.25 0.29 0.75 0.79 0.90 0.95 1.00 
CO* spectator coverage Onset potential for formic acid evolution (V-RHE) 
0% -0.71 -0.70 -0.70 -0.78 -0.84 -1.00 -1.05 -1.23 -1.14 -1.17 
25% -0.93 -0.97 -0.90 -1.02 -0.60 -0.45 -0.55 -1.13 -1.17 -1.13 
50% -0.60 -0.64 -0.67 -0.77 -0.20 -0.19 -0.44 -0.92 -1.09 -1.06 
 
Methanol  
A pure RuO2 (110) surface reduces CO2 to methanol by the following six electron 
pathway for 0% to 50% CO* coverage. 
CO2(aq) + H+ + e- + * → OCHO*       (1) 
OCHO* + H+ + e- → HCOOH* or OCHO* + H+ + e- → HCOOH (aq) + * (2) 
HCOOH* + H+ + e- → H2COOH* or HCOOH(aq) + H+ + e- → H2COOH* (3) 
H2COOH* + H+ + e- → H3CO* + OH*      (4) 
H3CO* + OH* + H+ + e- → H3CO* + H2O(l)     (5) 
H3CO* + H+ + e- → H3COH (aq) + *      (6) 
For the Ir-Ru mixed oxide surfaces studied here, the 25% and 50% CO* coverage 
follows the same reaction pathway. Without CO* spectator, Ir-rich surfaces (β ≥ 0.75) 
prefer a methanol evolution pathway involving C-coordinated intermediates such as  
CHO* and CHOH*. However, an analysis of the potential determining step reveals that 
protonation of OCHO* to HCOOH* or an aqueous formic acid molecule, HCOOH(aq), 
still has the largest increase in free energy on most surfaces and most CO* coverages 
(Table 5). OCHO* is a very stable adsorbate and protonating it involves metal-oxygen 
bond breaking.  
A few Ir-rich surfaces (β=0.95, 1.0) also show OH* removal or protonation of H3CO* as 
onset potential determining step at CO* coverages of 25-50% and 25%, respectively. 
These surfaces need very high reducing potential due to the strong OH* binding nature 
of these Ir-rich surfaces. OH*, OCHO*, H3CO* binding energies are correlated with 
each other as all three intermediates bind to the surface through oxygen atoms. Weak 
binding surfaces fails to bind HCOOH* and the formic acid molecules escape.  
However, the most active surfaces (e.g. β=0.29, 0.75) studied here bind H2COOH* 
strongly and thus the formation of H2COOH* from formic acid molecules is an 
energetically downhill process at 0 V-RHE. Quick removal of formic acid molecules will 
result in more formic acid production. However, with sufficient formic acid molecules 
present in the electrolyte, methanol evolves. Thus, the final product mix would depend 
explicitly on the reaction conditions.  
With 50% CO* coverage, Ir-overlayers and Ir substitution at bridge sites in the RuO2 
slab are predicted to evolve methanol at only -0.2 V-RHE, which is better than RuO2 
surface with optimized CO* coverage and any known metal catalyst75,76. In essence, 
using the surprising surface chemistry of the mixed Ir/Ru oxides and adsorbate-
adsorbate interaction from CO* spectator, we can design very efficient oxide based 
methanol evolution catalysts. 
 
 
Table 5: Methanol evolution onset potential as a function of Ir-character of the oxide 
surface and CO* coverage. Lightest share means highest value and darkest is the 
lowest value. The 2nd table provides the onset potential limiting step for each surface 
and CO* coverage combination. 
β 0.00 0.05 0.11 0.25 0.29 0.75 0.79 0.90 0.95 1.00 
CO* spectator coverage Onset potential for methanol evolution (V-RHE) 
0% -0.71 -0.70 -0.70 -0.78 -0.78 -0.79 -1.05 -0.93 -0.83 -0.81 
25% -0.77 -0.75 -0.75 -0.80 -0.60 -0.45 -0.55 -0.82 -0.93 -0.93 
50% -0.46 -0.46 -0.54 -0.54 -0.20 -0.20 -0.44 -0.92 -0.92 -1.07 
 
Β 0.00 0.05 0.11 0.25 0.29 0.75 0.79 0.90 0.95 1.00 
CO* spectator coverage Potential determining step for methane evolution 
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Methane 
With some CO* coverage, all mixed oxide surfaces follow a methane evolution path 
consisting of oxygen coordinated intermediates as follows: 
CO2(aq) + H+ + e- + * → OCHO*        (7) 
OCHO* + H+ + e- → HCOOH* or OCHO* + H+ + e- → HCOOH (aq)  + * (8) 
HCOOH* + H+ + e- → H2COOH*  or HCOOH (aq) + H+ + e- → H2COOH* (9) 
H2COOH* + H+ + e- → H3CO* + OH*       (10) 
H3CO* + OH* + H+ + e- → H3CO* + H2O (l)      (11) 
H3CO* + H+ + e- → O* + CH4 (aq)       
 (12) 
O* + H+ + e-  → OH*         (13) 
OH* + H+ + e-  → H2O(l) + *        (14) 
For this pathway, OH* removal or OCHO* protonation requires the largest onset 
potential (Table 6). After the 5th reaction step, a H3CO* intermediate is formed. At the 6th 
electron transfer step, protonation at the carbon atom in the H3CO* intermediate leads 
to release of methane.  
In the absence of CO* spectators, Ir-rich surfaces (β=0.9, 0.95, 1.0) bind carbon 
coordinated adsorbates very strongly. Thus, on such surfaces, adsorbates like CH*, 
CHOH*, CHO*, CH2*, CH3* participates in the reaction mechanism. Despite this, 
OCHO* protonation remains the most energetically difficult reaction step. The OCHO* 
adsorption energy scales with the OH* binding energy and the weakest OH* binding 
surfaces, β = 0.29 or β = 0.75, shows the lowest methane evolution overpotential at 
50% CO* coverage.  
Ir-oxide overlayers on RuO2 display a methanol onset potential of -0.45 V-RHE with only 
25% CO* coverage. For the pure RuO2 surface, with 50% CO* coverage a similar onset 
potential of -0.46 V-RHE is predicted (methanol onset potential computed in this work 
can change due to the difference in assumed concentration of methanol in solution62). 
Thus, the OCHO* protonation step dictates the onset potential to be -0.45 V-RHE. 
Table 6: Methane evolution onset potential as a function of Ir-character of the oxide 
surface and CO* coverage. Lightest share means highest value and darkest is the 
lowest value. The 2nd table provides the onset potential determining step for each 
surface and CO* coverage combination. 
β 0.00 0.05 0.11 0.25 0.29 0.75 0.79 0.90 0.95 1.00 
CO* spectator coverage Onset potential for methane evolution (V-RHE) 
0% -0.71 -0.70 -0.70 -0.79 -0.78 -0.79 -1.05 -0.93 -0.89 -0.81 
25% -0.77 -0.75 -0.75 -0.80 -0.60 -0.52 -0.55 -0.97 -1.12 -1.10 
50% -0.47 -0.57 -0.54 -0.63 -0.30 -0.36 -0.44 -0.94 -1.05 -1.07 
 
β 0.00 0.05 0.11 0.25 0.29 0.75 0.79 0.90 0.95 1.00 
CO* spectator coverage Potential determining step for methane evolution 
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Scaling of binding energies with CO* spectator coverage 
The CO* spectator interactions with CO2RR adsorbates are found to be both attractive 
and repulsive, as exemplified through the binding energy variation of OH*/H*/CO* with 
CO* coverage.  A thermodynamic analysis of the reaction pathways reveals that OH* 
removal, OCHO* activation, or H3CO* protonation to methanol determine the onset 
potential of the CO2RR reaction for different composition and CO* coverages. Because 
all these adsorbates are bound to the surfaces through oxygen, an increase in the OH* 
binding strength leads to stronger OCHO* and H3CO* binding as well. Indeed, when we 
plot the binding energy of OCHO* and H3CO* (Figure 4), a strong interdependency is 
observed.  
Adsorbates, which have common central atom engaging in chemical bond formation 
with catalyst surface, often have binding energy, which correlates strongly with each 
other. These observed linear relations between the binding energy of such adsorbates 
are known as scaling laws in catalysis77. Due to the similarity in chemical nature of 
RuO2 and IrO2, the spread in binding energy observed for the 10 model surfaces is 
narrow and lead to large error in linear fit for scaling laws with data presented in this 
work. 
Interestingly, for the H3CO*-OH* adsorbate binding free energy correlation, the three 
scaling lines drawn based on linear fitting of data points from three different CO* 
coverage, follow each other closely with a slope of 1 (slope m=1.02, 1.11, 1.08 for 0%, 
25%, 50% CO* coverage respectively) and an offset depending on the CO* coverage. 
This result is in good agreement with previously reported H3CO*-OH* scaling line on 
rutile oxides with a slope of 0.9621. 
For the OCHO*-OH* scaling, computed slopes are m=1.29, 0.84, 0.89, respectively, for 
0%, 25%, 50% CO* coverage, indicating that the chemical nature of the scaling relation 
changes if CO* coverage is considered. OCHO* is bidentate and binds through one 
bridge and one cus site. The scaling line slope for 25% CO* coverage deviates from the 
slope of 0.99 calculated in previous theoretical work which considers 25% CO* 
coverage. The slope of 0.99 was derived from binding energies observed on rutile oxide 
surfaces with identical bridge and cus elements and a much wider variety of binding 
characteristics21. The rather small variation in chemical nature of the surfaces 
considered here compared to those studied previously result in skewed data and a 
different estimate of the slope. The quality of fit for scaling lines is better for OH*/H3CO* 
binding free energy correlation than between OH*/OCHO*. The chemical origin of 
observed scaling relation between two adsorbates is based on the similar nature of 
bonding with the catalyst surface, where OH* and H3CO* binding through one oxygen 
atom to the bridge site, OCHO* binding through two oxygen atoms at one bridge and 
adjoining cus site. Thus, it is possible to have different coordinating metal atoms at the 
cus site, while bridge site character remains unchanged on a mixed oxide surface. Also, 
CO* adsorbates affect cus and bridge site binding differently. Disparate effects at bridge 
and cus site create larger scatter in OH*/OCHO* scaling line. 
Even with the variation in scaling line from CO* coverage effects, the fundamental 
behavior remains unperturbed. This indicates that a universal adsorbate scaling relation 
for O-coordinates adsorbates on rutile oxide surface exist, which holds irrespective of 
the CO* coverage, but with a CO* coverage dependent offset. This unification can help 
to model CO2RR activity on oxide catalysts without simulating the full thermodynamic 
path. The OH* binding energy at different CO* coverage can provide onset potential for 
the key reaction steps.  
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Figure 4: (a) OCHO*-OH* and (b) H3CO* - OH* binding free energy scaling relation at 
three different CO* coverages with slope α and coefficient of determination R2. 
  
Electronic structure effects in mixed oxide surfaces 
Adsorbate binding properties and thus the catalytic activities of oxides have previously 
been shown to depend on the oxygen atom p-band position78,79 and the metal atom d-
band configuration80,81. RuO2, IrO2 and their mixed oxides show strong metal oxygen 
overlap covalency82,83 and any modification in the atomistic constituent will thus affect 
both the O-p and metal-d band. The effects of such changes on adsorbate binding are 
therefore expectedly also coupled.  
Here, we have computed the d-band center for the two metal atoms constituting the 
bridge site on all surfaces and with all coverages (Figure S5 and S6). The calculation is 
also done for the average p-band center for the O atoms in the top layer of the catalyst 
surfaces, for a trend analysis (Figure S5 and S6). Here, the binding energy of the key 
adsorbate OH* (activity descriptor) is found to be not correlated singularly with either 
metal d-band or oxygen p-band position (Figure S5). 
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A Bader charge84 analysis for these metal and oxygen atoms reveals that the oxidation 
number of oxygen does not change significantly with the metal atom present or with the 
CO* coverage (Table 7). In comparison with Ru atoms at the bridge site in the pure 
RuO2 surface, the Ru atoms at the bridge site in mixed oxide surfaces with Ir atoms as 
neighbors do not show large deviation in oxidation number. On the contrary, bridge site 
constituting Ir atoms that have Ru neighbors (β= 0.29, 0.75, 0.79) show markedly 
reduced oxidation number especially with CO* spectators (Table 7) compared to 
surfaces with β≥0.8. OH* is an electron accepting adsorbate. A lower oxidation state of 
the metal atom would prevent the formation of a strong bond to OH via electron 
exchange. The correlation between the charge state of the metal atoms closest to the 
bridge site and OH* binding energy is evident from the correlation plot in Figure 5, 
where two distinct correlations emerge. Up to a Bader oxidation number of 1.2 for metal 
atoms constituting bridge site, OH* binding strength weakens sharply with increase in 
oxidation number. This regime correlation is populated by all surfaces without CO* 
coverage and CO* covered surfaces with β=0.29, 0.75, 0.79. Beyond a value of 1.2, 
OH* binding weakens slowly with higher oxidation number starting from OH* binding 
free energy of -1.15 eV. This regime is populated by CO* covered surfaces with β=0.0, 
0.11, 0.25, 0.90, 0.95, 1.0.  
CO* adsorbates transfer charge to the metal atom through covalent bonding when 
adsorbing onto an oxide surface85.  Surfaces with low or high β change regime with an 
increase in oxidation number due to electron doping by the CO* spectators. It is striking 
to notice that Ru-Ir ligand interaction in surfaces with β=0.29, 0.75, 0.79, prevents 
electron donation from CO* to increase metal oxidation number to increase significantly. 
These surfaces remain on the same correlation regime of OH* binding and Bader 
charge dependency, leading to much weaker OH* binding. 
Even in the absence of any strain effect and without any CO* spectators, a wide 
variation in band centers (Figure SI6) is observed for both Ir and Ru atoms next to the 
bridge site and the oxygen atoms close to them. The range of band positions observed 
in the mixed oxide surfaces ranges both above and below the band position of the 
metal-d band and the O-p band of pure IrO2 and RuO2, strongly indicating that complex 
non-linear ligand effects are in play. It is clear that ligand effects between the chemically 
similar Ir and Ru atoms are strong and result in electronic structure modification leading 
to anomalous behavior in the mixed oxides. The presence of CO* spectators (electron 
donors) further enhances this unprecedented behavior. These findings show that mixed 
oxide catalyst design should explicitly include the electronic structure effects due to 
metal-metal ligand interaction through the oxygen p-band.  
Here, such interaction leads to changes in the band positions. For Ir atoms in the oxide 
electrocatalysts, t2g orbitals are occupied and eg orbitals are empty86. Due to interaction 
with neighboring Ru atoms, the Ir-atom t2g orbital changes position. For β=0.29, the Ir 
atom has only Ru neighbors. Its t2g orbital increases in energy without CO* coverage, 
compared to active site Ir atom in pure IrO2. With CO* coverage, the shift is in opposite 
direction. β=0.75 surface has both Ir and Ru atoms as neighbors and the Ir atoms’ t2g 
orbital shifts even more in the negative direction when CO* spectators are present 
(Figure 6). A negative shift of d-orbital causes weaker binding with the O-2p orbital of 
adsorbate87. 
Due to the strong covalency of the oxide, oxygen p-orbital gets affected as well. 
Differences originating from both the oxygen and metal atom electronic structure 
parameters affect the adsorbate binding energy. The intricacy of the intermingled effects 
results in a complex, non-linear correlation with the adsorbate binding energy, which is 
beyond the scope of the model systems under consideration here. Blocking of Kramers 
Anderson super-exchange in metal-oxygen-metal bond due to onsite triplet pairing at 
ruthenium t2g orbital might be crucial, although this is speculative as magnetic effects 
are not included in this work. Detailed analysis is currently ongoing. The lack of simple 
correlations of binding energy with either metal-d or oxygen-p band center position 
parameter is provided in the supplementary information.  
Table 7: Oxidation number of metal atom 1 (ON1) and atom 2 (ON2) that make up the 
bridge site and average oxidation number of oxygen atoms in the top layers calculated 
from Bader charges. Yellow boxes for Ru-atom and green boxes for Ir atom. 
 0% CO* coverage 25% CO* coverage 50% CO* coverage 
β ON1 ON2 ON-oxygen ON1 ON2 ON-oxygen ON1 ON2 ON-oxygen 
0.00 1.19 1.21 -0.87 1.30 1.30 -0.85 1.33 1.33 -0.84 
0.05 1.18 1.20 -0.87 1.28 1.29 -0.85 1.32 1.32 -0.84 
0.11 1.20 1.20 -0.86 1.30 1.30 -0.84 1.31 1.30 -0.84 
0.25 1.19 1.19 -0.86 1.29 1.29 -0.85 1.32 1.31 -0.85 
0.29 1.20 1.12 -0.86 1.32 1.02 -0.85 1.36 1.01 -0.84 
0.75 1.16 1.16 -0.85 1.28 1.06 -0.85 1.29 1.06 -0.85 
0.79 1.22 1.11 -0.85 1.33 1.03 -0.85 1.35 1.00 -0.87 
0.9 1.16 1.16 -0.86 1.23 1.23 -0.84 1.23 1.22 -0.84 
0.95 1.16 1.16 -0.85 1.21 1.21 -0.85 1.20 1.21 -0.86 
1.00 1.14 1.14 -0.85 1.21 1.21 -0.85 1.21 1.21 -0.87 
 
 
Figure 5: Correlation of OH* binding free energy with average Bader oxidation number 
of the two metal atoms at the bridge site. Labels indicate the β value of the surface for 
which the data point. 
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Figure 6: Shift in the t2g orbital of Ir atom from ligand effect of neighboring ruthenium 
atom, (a) no CO* coverage (b) 50% CO* coverage. t2g band centers for Ir atom is 
marked. 
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Conclusion 
RuO2-based CO2RR electrocatalysts hold great promise for conversion of CO2 into 
liquid fuel. The overpotential and selectivity of these catalysts can be further enhanced 
through control of the CO* coverage and more importantly through doping with Ir. In the 
presence of CO* and OH* spectators (often present under CO2RR conditions), small 
amounts of Ir substituents are predicted to segregate near the bridge position in rutile 
(110) surface.  
Bridge sites in surfaces with β=0.29, 0.75 or 0.79 show intriguing non-linear adsorbate 
binding energies, due to strong ligand effects from neighboring Ru atoms onto the Ir 
atom constituting the bridge site. CO* binds much stronger on surfaces with such bridge 
sites than on the pure IrO2 and RuO2 oxides. The CO* adsorbate interaction effects are 
also more influential for these mixed oxide surfaces, where, e.g., the CO* interaction 
leads to weaker OCHO* and OH* binding on these surfaces.  
A thermodynamic reaction pathway analysis shows two elementary steps determine the 
onset potential for CO2RR regardless of the chemical nature of the bridge site and CO* 
spectator coverage -  (a) OCHO* protonation (b) OH* removal.  The CO* interaction 
weakens the binding energy of OH* for β=0.75 or β=0.29 such that an onset potential 
for methanol of -0.2 V-RHE is predicted.  
We also have shown the universality of OH*/OCHO* and OH*/H3CO* scaling relations 
regardless of CO* coverage, simplifying the analysis of CO2RR activity on CO* 
coverage mixed oxide systems. Enhancements of the catalytic activity in mixed oxides 
come from a concerted ligand and spectator effects, where mixing of oxides with strong 
covalent character can lead to remarkable electronic structure effects and binding 
energy behavior. Through these synergistic effects, activity for electrochemical 
conversion of CO2 into liquid fuel is improved by moving closer to the top of the activity 
volcano21 for different products on oxide catalysts predicted previously (Figure 7 and 
S7). This new concept of ligand effect based manipulation of adsorbate binding can 
open a door to novel avenues of catalyst engineering e.g. for oxygen evolution. Ligand 
effects in oxides catalysts are unexplored and this work indicates to the immense 
possibility in that. 
 
Figure 7: synergistic effects from ligand interaction and adsorbate-adsorbate interaction 
from spectating CO* moves partially CO* covered mixed Ir-Ru oxide surfaces closer to 
the top of the volcano for methanol evolution on oxide catalysts. Activity volcanos for 
different products obtained from our previous work21. 
 
Unlike metals, where simple interpolation techniques often provide good approximations 
of the binding energies of key adsorbates, mixed oxides display a more complex 
electronic structure variations. The increased complexity also provides a unique 
possibility to design very active catalysts with low levels of cation substitution. 
Specifically, we propose a monolayer or less of IrO2 deposited on the RuO2 (110) 
surface to be a very good CO2RR catalyst for formic acid and methanol evolution with 
moderate CO* coverage.  
Supporting Information 
Additional explanation for computational methods, visualizations for adsorbate 
configurations, free energy plot for all adsorbates on all surfaces and CO* coverages, 
correlation of β, OH* binding and important electronic structure parameters are provided 
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